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Abstract 
 
 
An Abstract of a Project Report Submitted to Regis University School for Professional 
Studies in Partial Fulfillment of the Requirements for the Degree of Master of Science in 
Software and Information Systems 
 
 
Tooling Data Collections System  
Professional Project 
 
By 
 
Judith S. Brown 
 
Date March, 2006 
 
 
This paper provides supporting documentation for the development and implementation 
of a Tooling Data Collection System.  The project replaced a primitive Microsoft Excel 
log sheet.  The original workstation for the data acquisition was a standalone system with 
limited access to the corporate network information and engineering resources.  The need 
for a system revision and upgrade escalated due to the increasing prices of raw materials 
for component stamping.   Refining this process to minimize the scrap generated was the 
main objective of the Tooling Data Collection System.  The intent was for the 
information to provide the engineers with a mechanism to reduce the scrap for raw 
material, chrome vanadium stainless steel (grade 304) in particular.    The project 
objective was to devise a method to monitor the stamping activity for the component 
parts: blades, bolsters, center, catchbit, miscellaneous, scale, shield, spring, and tumbler.  
The project clearly demonstrates the need to adhere to a project management format.   
Using the rules and guidelines as presented in the PMBOK 3rd edition, for project 
development, implementation, and execution definitely would have enhanced the 
deployment process of this system. 
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Chapter One  Introduction 
 
 W.R. Case & Sons Cutlery, a Zippo Manufacturing Company, is a knife 
manufacturer located in northwestern Pennsylvania. The companys origin may be traced 
back to the turn of the century, during a time when pocketknives were as essential as a 
watch. (W.R. Case, Tales and Traditions, n.d.) 
 
 It is with pride that Case announces their products are Made in America.   In 
2003, the Case Knife Collector Club consisted of approximately 16,000 members of 
which 99% resided in the United States.   This club has added 2,000 additional members 
over the last 2 years.  Their reputation and the fact that the products are produced 
domestically are two main strengths that give Case a competitive edge in the industry. 
Case manufactures pocket knifes of many varieties.  In addition, they manufacture 
limited editions of knives that are most attractive to the collector audience. Case knife 
blades have a distinctive stamp.  The origin of the stamping identification mark, in itself, 
is distinct and evolved from their manufacturing process (es). 
The Famous Case XX Trademark.  The history of the trademark goes back to the 
early days of W.R. Case & Sons Cutlery Co., when the ?XX? was used as a quality 
check system during the process of heat-treating.  When the blades were put through 
the initial hardening furnace, and ?X? was marked on the pan holding the blades.  
When the blades were returned to the oven for tempering, a second ?X? was added.  
?XX? then showed that each blade had been properly and fully treated. (W.R.Case, 
Blades and Steel, n.d.)  
 
The preservation of the distinct markings for the Case knives has become significantly 
important.  This uniqueness is used to retain their market niche.  Another Case blade 
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marking distinction is the Tang-Logo Stamp.  This stamp indicates the year the knife was 
produced.  Case has created its own unique system of identifying the age of the knife.   
 
Case Cutlery: Tang Logo Stamp 
 
1905 - 1914      
 
 
 
  
 
 
2000 -   
 
  
      (Case Cutlery: Tang-Logo Stamp, n.d.) 
In 1970, Case added ten dots beneath the U.S.A. on all knife tangs.  Each year a dot 
was removed.  (W.R. Case Catalog, 2002, p. 46)  The same dating system was used in the 
1980s.  The differences are the lightening form of the s in Case and U.S.A. and 
the fact that the dots were put above the U.S.A.. (W.R. Case Catalog, 2002, p 46)  
From 1990 to mid-1993, the actual date was stamped on the tang (W.R. Case Catalog, 
2002, p 46).  In 2000, Case introduced a new tang date stamp.  Five Xs and five dots.  
From 2001 through 2005, one dot is removed each year.  From 2006 through 2009, an X 
is removed each year.  The dot system was used again from mid 1993 through 1999. 
(W.R. Case Catalog, 2002, p.46)  Refinement of the unusual markings and identifiers that 
Case has adopted for aging and distinction remains an integral part of their manufacturing 
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process.   A compromise to this mark of distinction would jeopardize their reputation in 
the knife manufacturing and collector industry. 
 The knife marking feature that prompted the tooling data collection system 
project is the SS or CV which identifies the raw material composition of the knife 
blade.  There are a number of ways to tell if your knife is stainless steel or chrome 
vanadium.  The stamp on the blade tang identifies the steel. For example if the stamp says 
USA 6207 SS, SS indicates that the knife is made of stainless steel. The chrome 
vanadium steel will be indicated in the same place with a CV instead of an SS. The 
knife box or packaging has an item number on the UPC label that includes the SS or 
CV abbreviations. Most stainless steel knives come in a dark green Case knife box, 
while the chrome vanadium knives are packaged in a white box.  (W.R.Case, How can I 
tell, n.d.)  The grade of the markings is classified as a quality assurance issue and is not in 
the scope of this project.  The process for assurance of a clean, distinct stamp and cut 
process was within the engineering specifications. The scrap rate directly affected by the 
pattern stamping process was the area of most concern. 
In order to retain a competitive edge in the industry and maximize the corporate 
profit margins, steps and procedures needed to be taken to minimize the scrap rate that 
appeared to be increasing for the stamping operation involving chrome vanadium 
stainless steel (food grade 304).  This project occurred from 2003-2004.  According to the 
2004 Nickel & Stainless Market Analysis publication, stainless steel scrap prices and 
chrome steel scrap on the increase.  (Nijkerk, 2004)   Capturing the processes that were 
causing the highest rate of scrap was the objective of the tooling data collection system.  
Distinction needed to be made as to which process was the leading scrap contributor.  
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Narrowing down which step and how many others needed to be altered of the 160 knife 
process steps (W.R. Case, Anatomy of a knife) would be a challenge.  
The original proposal was to modify the current data collection procedure that 
was in place.  This consisted of a spreadsheet, paper templates, notepads, etc.  Initial 
investigations revealed that the current system was totally inconsistent and lacking in 
precision.    The current computer interaction was a standalone workstation with limited 
network capability and authorizations.  All workstation functions were logged with a 
single system sign on.  Essentially, there was no method of security.  All update and 
access capabilities existed on a single workstation located directly in the manufacturing 
area.   There was faulty physical protection of the data.  It made minimal use of the 
company network environment resources for storage, security, and backup.  Availability 
to a broader range of users at various levels in the manufacturing work flow process was 
virtually non-existent.  At times, version control for the logging file was questionable and 
required investigation to establish the correct version.  
After careful evaluation and consideration, it was decided that using the previous 
information and remapping it to a newly created system would be too difficult of a task.   
Even the column headings and data formats were inconsistent among the worksheets that 
contained information for the same stamped component.  The various blade component 
possibilities for tracking include: 
California clip blade   Pocket clip blade 
Pen blade    Razor blade 
Saber blade    Sheepfoot blade 
Spear blade    Spey blade 
Wharncliffe blade 
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The spelling variations in the old tracking and logging system for spey blade alone 
included:  spay, sp, bld, spey, and blade.  The discrepancies and variations were evident 
for all nine of the component types. Blades, bolsters, catchbits, springs, scales, 
miscellaneous, tumblers and shields needed to be tracked in a format that was consistent 
with a system that could accommodate the field requirements for each component. The 
previous system with inadequate retention of past information would not serve any 
purpose for the present or future manufacturing process (es).  There was a method in 
place for logging an incident on paper for tool failures and breakdowns.  Sporadic 
changes were logged when the components were scrapped because an entire stamping 
press run produced faulty output.   This paperwork was stored in a file cabinet 
periodically referred to for date or event verification.  On occasion, the paperwork was 
referenced for operator participation so the engineers could seek them out for further 
investigation of a problem.  The action for resolution was not stored with any of the 
paperwork containing the initial problem or trend.  Whether or not any logging was 
necessary was left up to the discretion of the tool and die maker or the press operator.  
Periodically, the engineering department would request logging activity to evaluate the 
performance of a component for use in a future product.  In any event, the method of 
which the data was accumulated was not conducive for formulating decisions or 
conclusive enough to accommodate recommendations for altering workflow procedures 
or manufacturing process (es).   
 
 In addition, the old system used Microsoft Excel 97 software application that 
would need to be upgraded to a newer version of Microsoft for continued vendor support.  
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There was no documentation for the previous system.  The only method of training on the 
old system was word-of-mouth, relying primarily on associates who had been with Case 
from 10  30 years.  It was obvious that there would not be much of the old system that 
could be salvaged.  The entire system would need to be discarded.  However, the 
theoretical concept of the old system would serve as a foundation of the new system for 
the relationship between the process (es), component parts, and pattern/tool classification.   
 
 Supporting evidence for necessitating a tooling data collection system was 
prevalent in all related manufacturing areas.   Engineering had high expectations and was 
eager for any data they were able to gather.  Cooperation was evident in all areas of the 
plant that were affected by the stamping process.   Basically, the audience was prepared 
and eager to participate in any action plans initiated for a tooling data collection system 
to be developed in-house.  The ERP system was inadequate for the function of tool 
tracking and production data collection. A system that would integrate and bridge the 
ERP and production shop-floor was mandatory to achieve the objective of tooling data 
collection.  Informal discussions and interviewing for the project began.  Gathering 
information for the specifications and requirements step needed for a tooling data 
collection system was initiated and project participants were elicited.  Input was solicited 
from the tool and die workers, press operators, supervisors, engineers, and managers. The 
opening of the communication channels generated a vast array of questions. 
 
 Questions that became evident:  
!  Who would steer the project? 
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! Who would enter the data? 
! Who would determine the data that would be retained? 
! What mechanism would be used for data acquisition?   
! When would the logging procedure take place in the workflow process? 
! Where to start and initiate the data cumulating process?.   
! How would the data integrity be maintained? 
! How would the data be viewed? 
! How would the data be able to be referenced? 
! How much information would be required to formulate decisions? 
! Would this information support the resolution of the scrap problem? 
! Would the information be tracked by knife pattern number? 
! Would the information be able to be traced back to the original ERP system 
Master Traveler? 
! How would new parts, patterns, tools and processes be initiated in the system? 
! How long would it take to develop the system? 
! Would the stamping operation for all 3 presses be logged? 
! Who would train the users? 
! Would the new system include a method of tracking tools? 
! Would there need to be additional workstations setup? 
! Where would the equipment be located for data entry? 
! How could this process minimally effect production? 
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! Why the information accumulated would prove valuable for prompting 
modification of engineering process(es) to improve the quality and quantity of 
the stamping operations for chrome vanadium stainless steel 
! Lastly, what would happen to the workers who were illiterate? 
 
There was an immense amount of questions, information and knowledge that needed to 
be captured and organized.  A methodical approach for gathering, classifying, and 
ranking the information for the tooling data collection system was required.  Determining 
the scope of the project and the objective of the project were questions that were 
challenged throughout the duration of the entire system evolution.   
 
 An area that presented issues throughout the project was the role of the IT 
manager and acceptance of a project lead within the department.  As a project lead, I was 
held accountable and responsible, but did not have the authority to handle any decisions 
that involved the input and support from upper management.  Any decisions that needed 
to be made in regard to the shop floor activities were considered part of the role of the 
project lead.  As a result, there were times that conflicts of interest surfaced.  Having to 
contend with the uncertainness of how each particular issue would be approached was 
trying.  This also affected the engineer who was a co-leader with the project.  As the 
deadlines approached for phase implementations, this grey area of concern escalated to 
proportions that interfered in the flow of the project deployment.  Periodically, the IT 
manager would reassess and focus would be shifted to an entirely different project.  This 
had a distinct bearing on the delivery of the tooling data collection system.  Shifting the 
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focus and reassembling after being derailed to another system would have been easier 
had the proper tools for project management been applied to this system.  If applied, the 
recommended rules and guidelines presented in the Project Management Body of 
Knowledge (PMBOK) would have definitely had a positive effect on this area of the 
project.  Changes to the deadlines due to reallocation of manpower resources would have 
been reflected in the supporting project documentation.  Discrepancies that evolved from 
working on simultaneous projects would have also been documented and recognized 
through a formal procedure.  The method that was used of changing direction, timelines 
and system objectives was not remembered when the time came to justify the system 
status.  The fact that the system was not on target for deadline completion was partially 
accurate.  If the changes were taken into account, then is would have been within range of 
the anticipated project schedule. 
 
 Basically, the tooling data collection system was a success.  To the best of my 
knowledge, the system is in use today.  The system was designed for other operations 
to be captured with small program changes.  The pull program for the ERP system Master 
Traveler contributions would need to be altered if the engineers wanted to monitor the 
stamping results for another type of stamping component or another type of raw material.  
The effort required would be minimal and the information would fold into the system as 
it was written to accommodate.  The cross-training of knowledge that naturally occurred 
due to the open communication channels would allow for future enhancements without 
the learning curve that was required for the tooling data collection system. The cost and 
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time for man power for future enhancements would be significantly less with the 
knowledge and education that all had acquired in the original project. 
 
 The tooling data collection system was to determine the origin of the chrome 
vanadium stainless steel scrap rate increase.  The exact percentage of the scrap level 
decrease, for which the tooling data collection system was accountable, remains 
unknown.  The fact that Case continues to produce quality knives using chrome 
vanadium is proof that the process requiring investigation and evaluation, was worth 
continuing.  As The Knife Shop advertises, you cant hone a good blade out of bad steel.  
Thats why Case uses only premium quality steels, ordered and tested to fit our 
demanding specifications.  These include: Chrome vanadium-a special formula of alloyed 
cutlery steel known for its ease of resharpening.  A quick touch-up will bring back a 
chrome vanadium blades original sharp edge. (Tip: Extra care is needed with chrome 
vanadium. Keep a thin film of oil on the blade to maintain the finish of the steel.) (The 
Knife Shop, n.d.) 1 
 The inventory and health system for all tools evolved essentially by accident, on 
behalf of the tooling data collection system will prove valuable for Case for engineering 
changes for the past, present and future of products designed.  One outcome of the 
tooling data collection system is the immense amount of accurate information that is now 
available in a format that is conducive for formulating judgments and decision-making.  
The information is accessible to the appropriate people.  The system is maintained and 
                                                
1 The Knife Shop: Re-printed from: W.R. Case & Sons Cutlery Company THE CASE 
EDGE 
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updated by authorized personnel.  The IT department supports the required resources to 
maintain the integrity of the system information.  The system empowered the Case 
Associates who were involved and continue to be involved with the system input, outputs 
and outcome. 
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Chapter Two  History of the Project 
 
 In order to determine the specifications and requirements for a tooling data 
collection system, all resources such as the materials, software applications, hardware, 
and equipment available needed to be evaluated.   The following is a brief description of 
the information support and services potential of Case Cutlery prior to the tooling data 
collection system implementation. 
 
 The Information Technology for Case Cutlery consists of a Mapics (Pointman) 
ERP system, EDI Gentran supplier/customer system, and predominately Microsoft Office 
integration applications.  The ERP system uses Oracle databases.  The Oracle release that 
is in production at Case is determined by the level of which the ERP system is operating.  
Case in-house application development and deployment tools are: Microsoft Access, 
Crystal Reporting, and Microsoft Exchange Server for Email and Microsoft Front page 
for the corporate Intranet.  Use of Microsoft SQL was encouraged for future application 
database development.  All in-house developed systems may extract data from the Oracle 
databases.  The data is only permitted to be updated or altered though the methods which 
qualify under the maintenance contractual agreement between W.R. Case & Sons Cutlery 
and Mapics, Inc.   The ERP system is pure in the sense of the application code and 
theoretical functionality.   
 
 In-house application development historically created systems that were 
extractions from the ERP system.   Attempts to decipher the criteria for extractions that 
would contain accurate and expected results required many programming man-hours.  
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When a reliable process generated the desired information, it was retained as a template 
and used for continuous extractions.  The Oracle ERP/APS was written and supported by 
Mapics permitting only information pulls.   The database maintenance utilities were 
executed on an as needed basis.  The extents for primary files were checked on a 
daily basis and compared to the previous days information.   Oracle file maintenance 
would be scheduled for the first available weekend after it was determined that the 
maintenance was required.   The utilities updated the file indexes and were individually 
requested to run.  There were minimal mass batch procedures.  Although, this would 
appear to be cumbersome, the system was small enough to manage with this method.  
The interaction of the ERP system with another system, such as the tooling data 
collection, would potentially demand that the ERP maintenance be formalized.  The 
integration with other system would force the ERP maintenance process to outgrow the 
capacity for which the procedures were currently being executed. 
 
 As a programmer/analyst, my work encompassed massive changes and improving 
the Case Intranet presentation, the Case Collector Club data gathering and statistics 
systems, and creation of the tooling data collection system for tracking all blanking 
operations using stainless steel material for the tool and die prep and the press area.  This 
Engineering system proves valuable when identifying primary areas of concern in a 
proactive manner.  It prevents scheduling a part for production when the tool is down due 
to breakage and introduces the ability to maximize tool and die and press component 
maintenance. 
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 The basic theories of Case in-house development was passed by training as 
needed among the IT department.  With less than a handful of people, this department 
had only one person dedicated to development.   Cross-training was necessitated for 
covering vacation and employee rollover/replacement.  Over ½ of the IT department had 
20  30 years of service in IT at Case.  Their vision was narrow with very little exposure 
to outside influences for technology methods.  However, it was clearly evident that the IT 
developers were extremely versed in the methods, functions and tools practiced at Case. 
Departmental meetings were conducted, for the most part, on a weekly basis.  Someone 
in the meeting generally volunteered to take notes and provide a brief summary of the 
meeting agenda.  As a result of this type of process, all departmental meeting attendees 
were aware of the projects of which each other was involved.   Deadlines were discussed 
and objectives and issues were communicated.  Actual engagement of open discussions 
was limited in the team meetings.  Each team associate informed the group of their 
immediate concerns and efforts at the surface level.  An in-depth analysis of any event, 
process or procedure would occur on a one-to-one basis at a later time.  Isolated 
discussions and issues would evolve informally without any notes or follow-up 
communications.  Effective email interactions was not encouraged nor practiced.  Based 
on the departmental meeting approach that was currently accepted, the potential was 
limited for projects that involved a cross-group and interdepartmental interactions.  This 
non-interactive environment would suppress the initial momentum of the novel 
integrated tooling data collection system.  
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 The background for departmental integrated systems was virtually non-existent.  
IT support function was mainly to create reports from the ERP system that were not 
provided by Mapics.  Filling the gaps of what was missing from the purchased product. 
At times, IT was assigned to remove the previous band-aids when the new Mapics 
release would incorporate these concerns as enhancements to their systems.  Purchase 
Price Variance system, Scrap system, and Case Collector Club system are a few 
examples of these types of systems.  Those that were created in-house were developed in 
Microsoft Access 97 database systems as late as 2003.  Since Microsoft support would 
be removed for 97, one project for Case IT was migrating Microsoft Access systems to 
a newer version.   The decision was to approach this migration in small increments when 
confronted with a problem within the system.  The determination would be made to 
adjust the database to at least, Microsoft Access 2002.  Otherwise, any new systems 
would be mandated for development in the newer Microsoft Access version. 
 
 An outside contractor was retained for the sales and forecast Microsoft SQL 
database systems.  Periodically, the outside contractor would assist with small functional 
implementations.  These projects were generally performed over a days work on an as 
needed basis.  This did not involve critical nor time-consuming process assistance.  The 
outside contactor would be solicited for specific areas of concern with the Tooling Data 
Collection System.  Prior to this Tooling Data Collection System, the outside contractor 
would totally develop a system that would basically be click-and-drag in-house 
implemented to production.  A user-guide would be provided for training and referral.  
The services for outside intervention were minimal up to this point in time.  For the 
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Tooling Data Collection System, the particular request for outside contractor services and 
intervention were: 
 
• Microsoft SQL DTS (Data Transformation Script) development required 
for the ERP integration and extraction validation procedures. 
• Microsoft Access front-end GUI form movement capabilities of 
segregation regarding data security measures and limitations 
 
This was a critical system application.  It involved functions requiring a greater 
degree of interaction and communication.  Essentially, this contribution was a key 
component in the success of the Tooling Data Collection System project.   The outside 
contractor had limited exposure to the manufacturing process, procedures, terminology, 
and technical demands.  The major challenge would be to project this information in a 
method that would facilitate the exchange for each developer to expedite their process 
functions.  Basically, the objective between me as the lead developer and the outside 
contractor would be to utilize each others talents and skills in a complimentary fashion.  I 
would share all of my 16 year skills (predominately IBM software base) of developing in 
a manufacturing environment, knowledge of the terminology, and processing procedures.  
The outside contractor would provide a link of expertise with the Microsoft platform 
products and technical navigation technique for GUI interventions.  This exchange would 
be critical to remain on target with the project deadlines and for avoidance of anticipated 
project pitfalls.  2 
                                                
2 For the purpose of this thesis, the Microsoft SQL portion of the system was converted to Microsoft Access.  In 
addition, the technical Data Transformation Services cross-over procedure is not in the scope of this paper. 
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 The Case environment is best described as islands of information silos segregated 
by department.  These barriers were positives when attempting to obtain information that 
related to the specifics of the department functionality.  All information pertaining to the 
department was available in that particular area.  There were very few situations where 
the information overlapped.  The negatives from the information silo barriers outweighed 
the positives.  The ERP system contained the information necessary for the workflow of 
the manufacturing process area.  The ERP system flow provided guidelines that steered 
the necessary actions or in-action required for altering workflow process (es).  The 
technical and analytical information needed to provide the mechanisms for corporate 
decision-making requirements outside the scope of the ERP system was limited.  Action 
team committees had been formed in order to address specific problems and concerns.  
These teams consisted of representatives from the middle-management corporate level.  
They operated as liaisons between upper-management and the shop-floor workers for 
communicating specified reporting requirements.  The action-committees also dissolved 
after the incident for which they were created was addressed.  There was an outstanding 
open issue that was directly related to alternative acquisition of stainless steel raw 
materials.  This committee was formed as a reaction to the rising scrap incidents in 
production services.   Past approaches to resolution of this issue were pending 
implementation and also did not address the problem of why the incident of scrap was 
increasing.   The Case engineers were being held accountable for the stainless steel raw 
material scrap factor.  The strongest consideration that scrap incidence was on the rise 
was due to the specifications; lack of adhering to the specifications, and ignoring the 
communication efforts to project specifications changes.  This pointed the direction for 
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improvement and investigation to the human error side of the equation.    Since 
minimal information was captured in any type of organized method outside of the ERP 
system there was little data available for the engineers to research.  Attempts to formulate 
judgments, hypothesis and alternatives proved futile to forcing significant reductions in 
the scrap factor.   The engineers had devised a wish-list with notes and specifications 
drawn on paper stored in file cabinet drawers.   The hidden requests were backlogged 
and of low-priority for allocating time or resources.  It was these records and notations 
that the engineers were referencing to determine if there was an action that could provide 
immediate relief and lower or at least give the illusion of some semblance of control of 
the stainless steel scrap rate.   It was definitely time to initiate a system devised to 
eliminate some of the obvious human-error factors that were contributing to this 
problem.    Simple steps such as a part ordered for production that was so new that all the 
paperwork was behind the production request.   They were attempting to use an area 
designed for comments on the ERP system to input a tool number for a part if one had 
been assigned.  The comments were an inconsistent format and the tool number was often 
entered wherever it would fit on the GUI.  At times, this tool number was in the front of 
all the text and other times, it was contained in the end of the text.  There was not a 
method of validation, so some tool numbers had O alphabetic characters when indeed 
they were intended to be 0.  This posed a problem for any type of electronic processing 
or extraction of this information from the ERP system.  
 
 Another obstacle that proved to be a benefit was that the Engineering and Shop 
Floor users that would be steering this Tooling Data Collection System had essentially no 
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association with the IT department.  They did not have any preconceived opinions 
formulated from past experiences that would influence their involvement.  The corporate 
Information Technology capabilities, skills, expertise, software applications, and support 
and services were entrenched in an isolated environment.  They were physically located 
in a closed area in the middle of the shop floor, as illustrated in the Shop Floor Diagram 
on page 28.  The IT Manager firmly controlled the interactions and interfaces for all IT 
persons outside the department.  Each department or area within the organization devised 
their own rules for executing the goods and services that they were required to deliver.  
Yet, the organizational philosophy was team-driven, empowerment techniques, terming 
associates as co-workers and prided themselves on the implementation and practice of 
newer manufacturing processes and support services. n spite of the dual philosophical 
guidelines for the organizational functions, the approaches complimented one another.  
The existence of the atmosphere would be challenged with colliding and conflicting 
approaches questioned throughout the development and implementation of the Tooling 
Data Collection System.    
 
 The team or mod designations within the shop floor, coupled with the Six-
Sigma quality assurance techniques were a solid foundation for the Mapics ERP System 
to be incorporated.   Integration of applications outside the parameters of this workflow 
was territory that had not been tried.  The tool number assignment system that was 
previously discussed, in this section, was a reflection of this type of attempt.    A brief 
glimpse of the logistics of the Case manufacturing environment offers some explanation 
of these qualifying information restrictions.  The channels of communication between the 
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key groups for this Tooling Data Collection System are limited.  The administrative and 
office areas of the plant have network access and capabilities.  The manufacturing area 
was not in this information loop.    The tool and die area had one workstation with 
minimal network capabilities.  The press area had absolutely no computer access.  The 
press operator would have to leave his module and press, walk across the department to 
the tool and die area to access the closest computer in the facility.  Even though the 
previous demand for this interaction was insignificant in magnitude, it presented a 
security breech to the network system.  They did not have a user signon and would just 
piggyback on the user that was logged in at the time they needed to access the system.  
The boundaries were weak for security which also led to difficulty in tracing the 
information.  The actual person who might have entered the data that was needed to 
resolve a manufacturing issue was not known.  This presented a problem in that it was a 
waste of the companys manpower.  Time was monopolized by scouting history of who 
entered the data when the time could have essentially be better spent analyzing the data.  
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W.R. Case & Sons Cutlery Shop Floor Diagram 
Shop Floor Diagram    J. Brown  March 2006  
 
 Decidedly, there were communication silos stemming from plant logistics that 
needed to be dissolved.  Especially, those that existed between the professionals in major 
areas involved in the processes.  A significant amount of attention would have to be given 
to address the potential problems that could occur and inhibit the information flow.  
Establishing an effective continuous communication channel for the information to 
maintain the Tooling Data Collections System would also be imperative to its success.  
 
 Another obstacle that proved to be a benefit was that the Engineering and Shop 
Floor users that would be steering this Tooling Data Collection System to-date had 
essentially no association with the IT department.  They did not have any preconceived 
opinions formulated from past experiences that would influence their involvement.  The 
corporate Information Technology capabilities, skills, expertise, software applications, 
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and support and services were entrenched in an isolated environment.  The IT services 
and support were physically located in a closed area in the middle of the shop floor.   The 
IT Manager firmly controlled the interactions and interfaces for all IT persons outside the 
department.  Each department or area within the organization devised their own rules for 
executing the goods and services that they were required to deliver.  Yet, the 
organizational philosophy was team-driven, empowerment techniques, terming co-
workers as associates and priding themselves on the implementation and practice of new 
manufacturing processes and support services. In spite of the dual philosophical 
guidelines for the organizational functions, the approaches complimented one another.  
The existence of the atmosphere would be challenged with colliding and conflicting 
approaches questioned throughout the implementation of the Tooling Data Collection 
System.   This system would forge new territory for the group interactions, exchanges 
and working relationships.  This proved to be an obstacle, yet, also an opportunity. 
 
 The following summary briefly describes the assessment of the current tooling 
information system.  The current tooling data collection system is a primitive excel 
workbook with multiple worksheets that are not consistent with the data that is gathered.  
The format is not conducive to manipulation and collection for reporting purposes.  
Additional information would be needed to determine and identify the source of any 
problem in the manufacturing workflow process system.  The workstation contains the 
only available method of modifying the information without security passwords for 
accessing the data.  A front-end security protection with user/password and varying levels 
of capabilities within the system for user groups is needed for establishing data integrity.  
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Electronic accessibility for communication among the departments needed to be 
established.   Designated areas for physical data entry and computer access would need to 
be determined.  
 
 Immediately, the capacity and capabilities of the Tooling Data Collections System 
became a topic of concern.  Looking back, this is the point at which the project scope 
began to creep.  The benefits of opening the channels of communication physically and 
reassessing electronic accessibilities were immediately realized.    Small changes, such as 
read-only file accessibility on the corporate network to a broader group of users yielded 
improvements in data integrity.  Errors and inadequacies were addressed, care and 
caution was exercised for any processes that were revised during the Tooling Data 
Collection System development.  It was immediately evident that the audience was fully 
prepared to meet the challenge and take the necessary steps to implement a system that 
would yield information that was valuable for productivity improvements.  The next 
procedure that evolved was the research and knowledge exchange to gain an 
understanding of the manufacturing process.  Acquisition of the terminology, acronyms, 
tacit and in tacit knowledge would essentially be the critical driving forces for this 
system.  Review and comparisons of varying opinions and interpretations of the 
workflow would prove to be one of the most challenging portions of the project.  
 
 Learning the contribution of each person and position required to process the 
information required extensive research and observation.  The difference between tool 
and die production prep procedures versus tool and die maintenance prep procedures was 
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difficult to distinguish.  The definition of the terminology was different depending on 
where the person was in the process (es).  For example, was the part a part in the tool 
or a part to produce?   Eventually, this would all be clarified once the screens for each 
area were created and further definition was assigned. 
 
 As the project progressed and the scope further refined, it was clearly evident that 
this tooling data collection system would be valuable for the manufacturing process.   
The stamping process would be evaluated from all angles to yield a better product and 
improve the quality of the components being produced.  The company would have an 
accurate inventory system of the tool in-house and the capability of re-using retired tools 
for new patterns and products.  The knowledge of the health and state of the tools would 
allow production control to make better scheduling decisions.  Elimination of the 
manpower, time and production resources for scheduling products to be produced from 
broken tools would be another system benefit.  Accessibility, of the information, for the 
engineers steering the production process to monitor the progress and proactively address 
problems would significantly reduce the raw material scrap rate.  Data reflecting the 
stamping process and ranges in relation to the drawing and mylar specifications would be 
able to accumulate.  The engineers could evaluate trends.   Corrective action steps could 
be taken, such as, modifying process (es) and refining information flow bringing positive 
results to the profitability of the organizations manufacturing process.  Press machine 
maintenance could be scheduled at periodic intervals that would coincide with the 
production orders to produce better results.  Proactive planning versus reactive 
responses would be the new initiative. 
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Chapter 3 Methodology 
 
 The rapid application development (RAD) lifecycle with prototype sampling was 
the method of deployment for the Tooling Data Collection System.  Organized meetings 
of all persons directly and often indirectly associated with the implementation of the 
system were present.  The audience that was exposed, educated and participated in the 
evolution of the Tooling Data Collection System contributed immensely to the successful 
outcome of the system.   Although, formal sessions were held with representatives from 
all groups, each group was address individually and as a whole.  They understood their 
position, expectations and contribution in the system execution.  They also had a clear 
understanding of the other players and their parts.  Essentially, the project orchestrated in 
parts and as a whole with integrations rehearsed and rewritten.  Workflow functions and 
timing were interchanged until the system worked for them and provided the desired 
outcome.  Appendix A exhibit shows the screen variations with similarities and 
differences between the manufacturing functions.  
 
 The Incremental Model progressing into the Evolutionary Model illustrates the 
software development modeling approaches that were used for the tooling data collection 
system.  Appendix A is a composition of the various system forms that were created and 
implemented using these models. Many of the benefits of using the Incremental Model 
were realized, especially the less cost and time required to make the first delivery. 
(Christensen & Thayer, 2001, p188) As Christensen and Thayer suggest, the 
disadvantage of managing the resulting cost, schedule, and configuration complexity may 
exceed the capabilities of the organization was also prevalent with the Incremental Model 
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approach (p. 189) The opportunity to capitalize on the process of user feedback proved 
advantageous.  The user feedback provided from the actors and audience of the tooling 
data collection system for each phase allowed the opportunity for the software to be 
corrected and issues resolved.  Minor issues, such as a field error that was protected or 
the data format was inaccurate were corrected as they surfaced.  There were three distinct 
functional areas: Engineering, Press, and Tool and Die Prep.  The incremental phases 
were of the setup for the associations of the primary conceptual relationships: tool 
(quantity of 600), part (quantity of 16,000), pattern, mylar, and drawing.  Once the proper 
affiliations were entered into the system, the phase of tooling activity could be initiated.  
The logging efforts of production stamping were reflected in each record recorded in the 
tooling data collection system.  The accumulation of the system information led to the 
next phase of implementation.  The information was analyzed and consolidated in order 
to automate the requirements for tooling maintenance and proactively reduce production 
scheduling errors.  The last phase of the first group of increments was to access the data 
of the press operator logging and tool and die prep logging.  This information represents 
the initial scope and objective of the project.  Based on this information, the engineers 
were able to make decisions that would improve the process (es) and procedures for 
production component stamping.  These improvements would, in turn, reduce the scrap 
rate for the chrome vanadium stainless steel. 
 
 One area of system complexity that proved challenging when involved with the 
technical engineering designs was with the X and Y axis data entry.  The fields could not 
be initialized as zero, as zero has value when evaluating the origin of a problem.  The 
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default value for the fields throughout this system is null. This is due to the X and Y 
coordinates as the hole (X) and hole (Y) values reflect errors whether they are positive or 
negative.  The object of this system is to provide retention for the operators to log the 
discrepancies between the placements of the punched parameters.  Therefore, where there 
are values is what will be evaluated.  If there are no values, then all is within range of 
what the specification from the drawings and mylars indicate according to the engineers.   
 
 The initial issue tracking was informal.   A word document with the issues logged 
served as the mechanism for retaining the date, description and outcome.  The 
management instructions were that under no circumstances would this system interfere 
with production.  If the user was unable to enter in the information, such as a field 
attribute lockout, then they were to report the problem and continue on with the 
production request.  When the system rolled out, the problem surfaced of duplicate 
master travelers.  The ERP system that preceded the tooling data collection system in the 
workflow process permitted the production controllers to change requests for production 
after they had been released.  This, in turn, generated a duplicate request for the same 
components to fill the same sales order.  As a result, there would be an excessive quantity 
produced which would effect the inventory counts and overhead.  The tooling data 
collection system prevented the occurrences of the master traveler duplication by alerting 
the operators that there was an error.  Investigation in these situations eventually forced a 
new method of delivery of master travelers.  An additional edit routine process was 
placed in the front-end of the tooling data collection system.  The ERP system updates 
and changes were edited against the operations for component stamping.  If there were 
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any discrepancies, then it was recorded in the master traveler error table.  An email was 
automatically generated to the appropriately responsible parties to correct the error.  Once 
corrected, the engineer who was accountable for the correction was authorized to notify 
the tooling data collection system with an override that would log this process.   
 
 Another issue that confronted the users were confronted with in the initial phase 
of implementation was the part request without authorization.   This issue was where 
parts were being requested for production without a corresponding engineering drawing.  
How could a part be requested from a sales order for a component part for a production 
stamping process for a final knife pattern assembly without an engineering drawing?  
Obviously, the checks and balance procedures that were put in place in the manufacturing 
administrative process were lacking in some manner.  This proved to be a procedural 
problem of retired part numbers that were not accurate in the ERP system, component 
parts that had once been purchased and changed to manufactured needed to have the ERP 
system status changed accordingly and also the new part process for the manufacturing 
facility needed to be procedurally defined. 
 
 Each of the implementation issues were addressed as the system deployment 
progressed.  The end result was the revision of the system and folding in to the shop floor 
scheduling.  More effective measures for scheduling manpower, machines and ordering 
of raw material were the end-result.  A main engineer managed the ERP to Tooling Data 
Collection workflow.  Data Transformation Scripts were created in Microsoft SQL that 
would automatically generate an email blast to all departments of the error alerts.  These 
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include: a part requested for production without a Mylar or Drawing association, and a 
data entry error of a purchased part request for manufacture production scheduling.  
 
 Many flaws were forced to be addressed and resolved before the shop floor 
scheduling routine.  The workflow of the entire production system fabrication process 
altered from a reactive to proactive approach.  Of course, tools would break  but, the 
tooling data collection system offered a form of communication for the teams to 
collaborate.  The downtime for tool repairs was decreased.  Instead of a tool marked with 
a Red Tag in the retrieval system. The tool was physically marked and a notation was 
in the system on the tool master, then the schedule alerts could restrict production orders 
from being issued for the down tool or machines.  The communication channels opened 
many avenues for information cross-referencing.  Weaknesses were visible allowing 
engineers to evaluation and capitalize on this information for design considerations for 
new products and future production endeavors. 
 
 The exact monetary benefit of the tooling data collection system project was not 
available.  In order to determine the benefits of error prevention as a result of the system, 
one would have to review the historical incidences of occurrences that resulted from the 
system resolutions.  In summary, many errors were resolved, procedures altered and 
process (es) improved.  The information from the system was well received.  User trust in 
the system and the data it provided was evident.  Due to a personal change in 
employment, I am not in a position to expand on the evolution of the system beyond the 
initial release, nor offer any monetary compensation figures that were realized over time 
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due to the presence of the tooling data collection system.   It was evident while defining 
the project objective that the tooling data collection system was beneficial to the 
manufacturing process.  Continuous improvement by refining the manufacturing process 
(es) confirms Cases commitment to quality beginning with the materials used in 
production and perfection by the talented hands of master craftsmen and skilled 
employees who make the Case knives. (Cozy Camping Catalog, n.d.) 
 
 The technique for controlling the system security was through the user sign on.  
The sign on associated with one of three groups: press, tool, or engineering.  A SQL table 
contained the user sign on and the forms that were permissible for access based on the 
sign on.  Reference to this grouping is in Appendix A which contains the screens and 
forms with a brief description for the tooling data collection system original 
implementation. Appendix B contains a list of the tables and files used for the original 
implementation.  The following list highlights a few of the system tables and the purpose 
for which they were created.  Some of the tables not mentioned, such as the views, were 
created for SQL performance enhancements while others were created for retention of the 
stamping data and tool health. 
 
dbo_CategoryTable  this table was created as a control mechanism to steer the 
categories and the form that reflects the information that relates to the category. (ie. 
Blade, spring, scale, bolster, shield, tumbler, Center, catchbit) 
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dbo_DrawingMaster  table containing drawings that correspond to all stamped 
component part numbers. 
 
dbo_Master Traveler Table  Critical table for the system functionality.  This table was 
regenerated every night after the ERP system scheduler completed processing.  The 
objective was to determine what operations qualified for the stamping process.  Those 
that qualified were prepared in the Tooling System for capture, acquisition and retention 
of the information relating to the stamping process (es).  The data was updated with the 
category based on comparisons against the master table.  This category assignment 
assured that the proper forms and files would be alerted 
 
dbo_MasterTravelerError Table  this table was created to contain the logged errors 
for all Master travelers that were processed through the MAPICS ERP system that 
contained errors.  The information did not meet the specifications for validation.  Some 
common examples were that the component part in the bill-of-material ERP system were 
labeled as Purchased or Compete when they were truly Component parts and 
Manufactured in-house.  Another error is Part Does Not Exist which indicates that 
the part is not recognized throughout the system.  Directions to stamp product without 
and associated tool were being passed through the system which is totally erroneous.  All 
errors needed to be corrected by the engineer before they could be released into the 
Tooling System for production.  This procedure was created as a result of the 
discrepancies that surfaced once the pilot runs were in place for the Tooling System.  
Massive corrections to the ERP system were initiated as a result of this process.  
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Accuracy between the information systems created a new assurance for all audiences.  
Sound judgment and decision-making strategies evolved.  The errors lessened and quality  
improved. 
 
dbo_ToolingSecurityMaster  This provides group security; tooling, press, engineering 
and administration.  The permitted forms accessibility is associated with each grouping.  
 
dbo_ToolMaster  contains a tool number for all active and inactive parts; sometimes 
are brought back out of the tool graveyard (off-site storage) and modified for reuse for a 
new product that needs the component that the tool punch creates.  
 
dbo_ToolandDiePrepActivity  created for all activity to log and retain indicators and 
lengths that would display the life and health of the tool and the tool components. 
 
dbo_PunchDieLifeTable  future release (proactive method for determining reorder 
points for the Main Punch(s) to eliminate lead time restrictions.  
 
dbo_DrawingMasterView table containing drawings that correspond to all stamped 
component part numbers used for performance improvement. 
 
 The RAD prototype software presentation method expedited the delivery process 
of the system.  At the time, Java applications and object-oriented theoretical approaches 
were not used at Case.  However, future conversion of the tooling data collection system 
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to the object-oriented practices might be justified.  The potential to improve the reuse 
capabilities with the java application techniques would support this theory.  The 
Microsoft Access and Microsoft SQL software applications support the accessibility and 
delivery of the tooling data collection system in the Case manufacturing environment.  
The development and integration of the tooling data collection system complimented this 
environment.  Even a change in the ERP system would not force the issue nor necessitate 
a conversion of the tooling data collection system.  The Evolution Model demonstrates 
benefit to be used, not just for the initial system development, but also for future system 
enhancements.  Advantages to using the model as presented by Christensen and Thayer 
(2001): the model can be used when the requirements cannot or will not be specified, the 
user can experiment with the system to improve the requirements, and greater 
user/acquirer involvement is required than in the waterfall method. (p. 190)  
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Chapter Four  Findings and Analysis 
 
 One method of training for all non-production new hires at Case Cutlery was a 
day as a plant worker.  The experience included participating in the entire manufacturing 
process and actually taking home a knife produced from the days event.   The knife 
manufacturing process takes 160 steps to complete. (What makes Case different, n.d.)  In 
spite of exposure to the process, there is a vast area of skilled craftsmanship that is only 
acquired through years of effort, repetition, and training.  The Tool and Die makers and 
Press Operators represent two fields of skilled craftsman in the knife manufacturing 
industry.  Although many of the associates had been in their positions for decades, the 
assumptions and knowledge that they retained about process and procedures needed to be 
exposed and shared for the tooling data collection system to be designed to gather data 
that would be capable of yielding information that would be of value. Since the scope of 
the knowledge spanned across many levels of expertise and many manufacturing 
processes, it was decided by a group with representatives from each area to use the RAD 
method.  This involved a rapid-prototype sampling of the screens that the users would use 
to enter information.  In addition, a sample of screens for the administrative functions of 
tool, part, pattern, drawing and mylar entry and maintenance.   An outsource contractor 
contributed to the development process.  Their role in development was to create the 
scripts and VBA code necessary for specific system functions.  A list of issues requiring 
assistance was presented to the IT manager who engaged in the negotiations for the 
outside contractor.   D. Bradish was familiar with the organization from previous contract 
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projects such as the sales forecast system.  This was beneficial for her contributions to the 
tooling data collection system.  The rest of the requirements for developing the system 
were achievable using corporate resources without outside intervention. 
 
 The most effective method for gaining an understanding of this Tooling Data 
Collection System would be to break the concept into three parts: tool and die prep area, 
press area, and engineering management.  Each area tracked and contributed different 
information to the total scope of the system.   
 
 The Tool and Die Prep area concentrated on the traits and characteristics of the 
physical Tool.  The function of the Tool and Die makers was to prep the tool for 
production.  The tool would be used to punch the component part out during the press 
operation manufacturing process. The terminology varies depending on the component 
part for which the tool is used to create.  The component parts each require accumulation 
of different information.  This breakdown and variation may be seen by referencing the 
sample screen (s) Refer to Appendix A to view samples of the system screens and forms. 
Each tool has many different parts within that function to pierce a hole, indent a nail 
mark, guide the raw material, and to make a concave or convex formation.  One of the 
objects of the data collection system was to track the size, height, length, and diameter 
measurements of the various parts of the tool.  The Tool and Die maker would only log 
the change such as if they sharpened a main punch 1 of a tool, then the length and 
diameter would be documented.  If there were no changes during the tool prep process 
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then, the log would only contain the activity requested from the Master Traveler with the 
operator initials and date that the activity was processed. 
 
 The Press Operator sets the tool in the press.  The first step is a pilot run to stamp 
a portion of the parts and then compare them to the Master Mylar.  The Mylar machine 
resembles a projector.  The component part is placed in a vice; the light creates a shadow 
of the part that may be visually viewed on the screen projector.  The operator determines 
whether the press settings generated a part that will meet the Mylar specification.  
Adjustments may need to be made for the press to stamp a component that meets the 
required specifications.  All hole positions are logged for position with the X-axis and Y-
axis with a (+) or (-) depending on the location parameters.  That is a business-rule that 
restricts the initializing of fields in the system.  Zero is significant; therefore, the fields 
are blank unless there is a change.  The change is tracked.  This business-rule allows the 
system reports to be generated based on processing records that contain other than blank. 
This feature will provide the Engineer with data that may be used to determine the 
drawing revisions and tooling alterations that may be necessary to improve the quality of 
the component part being produced.  The accuracy of the holes and guides for the 
component parts determines the assembly fitting and functionality of the finished goods.  
A benefit that this system yielded was the ability of the tool and die maker to determine if 
the tool parts needed to be replaced before the run.  Prior to the system, the tool and die 
makers and press operators could only make a best guess based on past experience.  If 
a part broke in the tool during the run, the tool would have to be flagged for repair.  The 
stamping process would be abruptly interrupted.  All the setup time and raw material 
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allocation would remain pending.  This had the potential to interrupt the flow of the entire 
shop-floor.  A reactive position was all that could be expected and re-scheduling and re-
aligning the entire production schedule was contingent upon the tool performance and if 
it met the demands of the required run.  With the introduction of the tooling data 
collection System, a proactive approach gave control to the production control 
schedulers.  The Master Scheduler ran at night and generated the shop-floor schedule for 
the next day.  This output was processed against the Tooling Data Collections System 
information and compared all expected tool usage for status.  The new system offered 
tool status control mechanisms and allowed provisions for scheduling tooling 
maintenance.  Measurements of the parts were logged if they changed.  Provisions for 
storing the non-varying high and low parameter ranges for the various components were 
made in the new system.  Expectations were to have the tools containing 10% life or less 
to be flagged for the tool and die maker for maintenance.  The tool parts that broke were 
expected to be automatically ordered from a supplier if they dropped below a set re-order 
quantity.  Many of these features were anticipated to be available in future revisions of 
the tooling data collection system.  However, due to the beneficial nature, some of the 
features were implemented with minimal integration with the initial deployment of the 
tooling data collection system.  This also reflects an area that triggered scope creep for 
this project.    
 
 Once the system was deployed, the data accumulation and check-and-balance 
procedure for the Engineers quickly grew to be unmanageable.  The engineering data 
management screens were custom developed for this specific request.  The engineer was 
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able to have a pulse on the entire production run for the day.  They had a snapshot of the 
health of the tools at their fingertips.  They could monitor the flow of production for the 
tool and die and press areas from within the confines of the engineering offices.   This 
was not in the initial scope of the project, yet provisions were made to accommodate this 
request.  Another alteration was that the data entry errors in the ERP system surfaced 
after the production schedule was generated.  This provoked a problem in the tooling data 
collection system.  Provisions and edits to restrict duplicate information were made in the 
tooling data collection system.  The engineers wanted to resolve the discrepancies in the 
ERP system and production control before the shop-floor schedule fed into the tooling 
data collection system.  Once again, a scope creep was authorized to accommodate this 
situation of integration between the systems.  Extensive validations and verification 
routines were implemented to process the master traveler and component parts requested 
for production.  Revisions were made to assure the flow of information was accurate. 
 
 The tooling data collection system implementation forced repair of the problem 
where purchased parts were requested for stamping.  Corrections were demanded for 
inaccurate category groupings, for instance, a blade part number accidentally labeled as a 
spring.  It prevented duplicate Master Travelers and quantity errors that had previously 
filtered through the manufacturing system yielding surpluses and shortages of raw 
materials and component parts.  Many problem areas were discovered that took minimal 
effort and resources to resolve.  
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 The impact of the issues that surfaced throughout the project was that the 
additives deterred the project from adhering to the tentative deadlines.  The IT manager 
was not receptive to the constant scope changes and project alterations.  However, the 
deadlines were tentative and had never been formally secured or recognized.  This left a 
hole in the process for the project life cycle.  Throughout the tooling data collection 
system deployment, there were insinuations about the project shortcomings in regard to 
the surpassed deadlines.  In spite of this setback, there was a steady flow and evolution of 
project phase implementation.  The momentum of the project coordinated well with the 
flow of the phase implementations and revisions.  The end result was a robust system that 
required minimal maintenance, exceeded expectations and compensated the organization 
in a greater capacity than was originally anticipated.  Future upgrades and releases for the 
corporate ERP system would require attention and consideration of the tooling data 
collection system front-end SQL scripts.  This is the only area where the system would be 
considered parasitic.  The use of the Microsoft Office and Microsoft SQL server 
applications eliminated compatibility issues and platform specific sensitivities. Use of 
these popular applications provided assurance that future developers from IT turnover 
would have knowledge of the Microsoft applications.  Since the Microsoft products were 
integrated, any problems or software bugs would have another avenue for resolution. 
Support for these products was not waning and the MSDN corporate subscription service 
would provide the tools for development knowledge and acquisition. 
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Chapter Five  Lessons Learned and Next Evolution of the Project 
 
 The most valuable lesson that I learned from this project was that project scope 
creep must constantly be evaluated throughout the duration of the project.  In addition, 
there must be mechanisms and guidelines in place for validating the project parameters.  
The parameters would define the project boundaries and would clearly depict when the 
project was creeping out of the boundaries.  This would eliminate any discrepancies that 
were subject to interpretation.  The project manager must have the tools necessary to 
illustrate the various benchmarks, milestones, scope and defined checkpoints. The project 
manager needs a method of communicating the system specifications and progress to the 
upper management as well as the shop-floor workers.  Email is effective, however, 
should not be used as a solo vehicle for orchestrating a project.  A combination of 
multiple means of communication with specific interval sessions that include electronic 
or hard copy project updates and face-to-face meetings would be most effective in 
keeping the project audience abreast of the progression and pitfalls of the project. 
 
 Although completed, this project had no formal closure or documentation 
supporting the system functionality other than a users guide.  The communication 
throughout the project was loose and informal.  According to the IT departmental 
manager, the project was overdue and exceeded the original specification with a 
significant amount of scope creep. (J. Bradish, personal communications, 2004).  The 
duration of the project as presented in this paper was approximately 9 months.  There 
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were periodic blocks of time that my focus was shifted to other projects during the 
project timeframe of fall 2003  summer 2004.  There is no paper trail or documented 
evidence that would support or negate this theory.  The project deadlines were 
continually changed and expanded throughout the duration of the project.  The reasoning 
behind the delays was that the resources and manpower were periodically displaced to 
other projects.  In reality, the same resources were allocated to multiple projects 
demanding simultaneous completion.  This created a conflict of interest and also 
competition for priority that could have been avoided.  If the project had dedicated 
resources or the deadlines had been adjusted periodically to accommodate the alteration 
in the project availability requirements, then scope creep would have been the most 
defining attribute of this project.  
 
Project Improvements 
 
• Used Microsoft Project or a similar mechanism to manage the project 
• Allocate time for learning curves for the manufacturing process knowledge 
acquisition and the software development applications. 
• Insist on a formal documentation process for project deadline changes and 
alterations with proper approval. 
• Created a formal project change management system  
• Implemented the project with the tools and techniques for Knowledge 
Management and Software Requirements and Processing  
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• Utilize the communication methods to inform all project affiliations of extensions 
due to vacations and resource adjustments.   
• Commit to periodic interval for project status meetings with formal follow up 
documentation. 
• Completed a formal project scope and project completion form for all persons 
affiliated to provide their signature  
• Document the additives and extras that this project provided. 
• Create a separate phase to release the portion of the system pertaining to the 
trigger for re sharpen quantities, tooling failure and the out-of-service procedures. 
• Consider the possibility of the project being developed with the object oriented 
technologies.  If object-oriented development is not a current option, consider this 
for a future conversion. 
• Request from management an estimated monetary amount that could be applied to 
determine the cost of the manpower and resources associated with the project 
• Estimate the monetary amount of beneficial savings that the project yielded.  
Break this value down into two categories: planned benefits and unplanned 
benefits. 
• Formally document and distribute the projected enhancements describing the 
advantages and disadvantages of each item.  Present as much information as 
possible to eliminate unnecessary loss of knowledge and expertise.  These 
provisions would conceptually classify as the scope of the next stage of the 
tooling data collection system. 
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• Use UML diagrams to illustrate the workflow system as it was in the initial stage 
of the project, and as it was once the project was completed. 
• Use the guidelines as described in the Project Management Body of Knowledge.  
Take advantage of the resources that are available for templates and formatted 
project management documentation. 
 
 If the project continued, the next stage would be for the part drawings to be 
available at the workstations on the production floor with a click on a hyperlink.  
Provisions for the AutoCAD viewer and the .dll required would have to be made at each 
workstation computer.  This would allow the tool and die makers to view the drawing 
that was the latest version.  If there was a drawing revision, then they would be aware.  
The current and previous method to determine if the drawing is the latest or engineering 
preferred, is communicated in periodic team meetings.  There remains room for error in 
regard to this process.  Improvements in communication for advertising this knowledge 
would be highly beneficial to the component stamping process.  Verifying that the proper 
component part is being stamped from the proper drawing would eliminate production 
runs that were erroneous and producing high scrap rates.   Having the drawing visible at 
the workstation in the tool and die prep area would eliminate the current process: the tool 
and die preparer must walk across the plant to view the physical drawing, pull the 
drawing from the cabinet, interpret the drawing, return to the tool and die prep area, recall 
the drawing view from memory.  The W.R. Case & Sons Shop Floor Diagram in Chapter 
2 illustrates this point with the physical drawing in a cabinet by the mylar projector.  
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 Another enhancement would be to have the high/low range of parameters for the 
tool parts are compared to the current value of length for the tool parts.  This automation 
of comparison would provide a method for scheduling tool repairs and maintenance.  The 
parts that would be necessary to replace could be ordered with minimal lead time 
interference with the production process.  A replacement part on-hand quantity system 
would allow inventory cost to be controlled so that excessive investments in tool part 
replacements would not be sitting on the shelf.  
 
 Creating an inventory tracking system process for the tang stamps and pattern 
stamps that are currently outsourced would be another beneficial enhancement.  The 
newly developed tooling data collection system contains the ability to coordinate this 
information.  The advantage of the part/pattern/tool and activity associations offers the 
ability to analyze and accumulate the information to derive at conclusions for the wearing 
on the stamp.  These stamps are renewed as needed; however, there is a lead-time that 
must be taken into consideration. 
 
 Lastly, the most beneficial enhancement that this tooling data collection system 
has brought to the fore is the potential for the data acquired to reflect the exact state of 
health of the tool without physically inspecting the tool.  The labor, skill and time 
allocation for the tooling inspection process is difficult to schedule.  It is performed on 
demand, however, under circumstances where the tool and die maker is also working on a 
simultaneous problem or process.  The conflict of time and resource allocation could be 
significantly reduced by eliminating the necessity of physically opening and inspecting 
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the tool to check the tool health.  The development process would entail: knowing the 
length of a new tool part, from the tooling data collection acquisition of information, 
determine the amount of grinding that deducted mass from the tool part component, 
subtract these two quantities, if the quantity falls within the high/low range table values 
for that tool component part, then the tool part is in good health.  Evaluate each tool part 
component for each tool in-house.  Generate a report for all within healthy ranges and 
those that require attention for tool part grinding or replacement. 
  
 This paper is a presentation of the tooling data collection system project with the 
same flavor of the environment in which it was produced.  There were areas with clear 
and concise definition and others where it was vague, yet contained system critical 
information.  Perhaps any project of same magnitude would have similar attributes in this 
regard.  However, the Master of Science in Computer Information Technology has taught 
me better methods of project management for software system development.  These 
techniques include: clarifying the objective, defining the system, introducing the 
audience, gathering the facts including tacit and in tacit knowledge, project development, 
presenting the system, implementing the system, deployment of the system, and proper 
closure of the project.  Human elements need to be acknowledged, such as, conflicting 
priorities, interests, and objectives that may significantly influence the outcome of a 
project. Harnessing these obstacles through the duration of a project can be challenging, 
but overcome. 
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 Projects that evolve to maintain the organizations mission and have the support 
not just of management, but all associates have a higher rate of success.  This was 
demonstrated in the tooling data collection system for Case cutlery.  Cases commitment 
to quality is evident in the 125 pairs of hands it takes to create one knife. Artisans craft 
handles from rare Brazilian cattle bone and Buffalo horn to more delicate substances like 
rosewood, mother-of-pearl, and stag. Metals like brass, nickel, and silver highlight each 
form, and bring together a knife thats not only beautiful, but stands the tests of time and 
use. (W.R.Case, About Case, n.d.)  
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Tool and Die Report Button VBA Code Diagram 
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Glossary 
 
 
Associate/employee A person who has been or is currently employed by the 
manufacturing facility in a part-time or full-time position 
 
Component Category  The component parts of a knife in the manufacturing 
environment are referenced by the type of component they produce.   
 
Knife component parts are:  
 
Blade    Center     Shield 
Bolster    Miscellaneous    Spring 
Catchbit   Scale     Tumbler 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
Component Tool Parts - The parts require maintenance and replacement to keep a 
tool healthy and producing output of high quality.  The following are tool components:  
                                                
3 Case Cutlery:  Anatomy of a Case Knife.  Retrieved March 2006 
http://www.wrcase.com/info/collecting/anatomy.jpg 
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pierce punch   pilot pierce   die plate thickness 
gut punch   guide rail   shave punch 
die buttons   punch retainer   dish punch 
main punch   stripper plate 
 
Mapics System  The purchase software used for production scheduling and 
Enterprise Resource Planning. 
 
Mark side/Pile side  Terms that refer to the sides of a scale component part of a 
knife. One side of a scale is the mark side with the opposite side, the pile side. 
 
Master Traveler The paper copy of the Mapics ERP System production request. 
 
Mylar  The drawing of a component part that is printed on paper with a protective 
coating.  This is used on a projector to reflect the outline or profile of a component for the 
press operator to determine if the part pressed is within specifications. 
 
Nail mark  The indentation on a blade that is used to open a completed knife.   
The styles of nailmarks are: standard (straight) and french cut (curved)  
 
Pattern   T4he method of classification of a knife with distinguishing characteristics.  
  
 
 
In this example, 6347 is a 47 pattern knife with jigged bone handles and 3 blades.  
 
 
Pocket/Cap  Terms that refer to the types of punch (es) of a component tool part. 
                                                
4 Case Cutlery:  How to Identify Case Knife Patterns  Retrieved March 2006 
http://www.wrcase.com/info/collecting/tang.php  
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Prep Operator  An associate/employee known as a Tool and Die maker.  They 
prepare the tools for the press operator.  The tool prep guidelines are provided on the 
Master Traveler documentation 
 
Press Operator  An associate/employee that operates a press.  They load the raw 
material on the wheels that feed to the press for the tool to stamp out the component part. 
 
Profile  The outline or parameter of a component part punched.  
 
Stamps  The standard knife stamps on a blade are the pattern stamp, logo stamp and 
tang stamp.  This is the distinguishing feature that has gain popularity with the W.R. Case 
& Sons Cutlery product identification mark. 
 
 
Stainless Steel  Raw material used for stamping knife component parts.  The rolls of 
stainless steel are fed thru the press over the tool that has been prepped to produced a 
specific component. 
 
X-Axis / Y-Axis  The coordinates for determining the location of a hole punch on a 
component part.  The fluctuations in the values for the markings indicates a problem for 
the engineers to investigate.  The hole (s) must align in order to assemble properly in the 
final product. 
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Appendix A:  Tooling Data Collection System Forms 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Engineering Forms for 
Tooling Data Collection Data 
Management This form menu 
is a consolidation of the three 
primary areas for engineering 
requirements. 
Engineering Menu Form 
This engineering tool is 
for navigation of the 
critical elements and 
information that drive the 
initial tooling data 
collection process. 
   
Engineer responsibility 
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The Mylar Master Form 
contains the information for 
the Mylar that corresponds 
to the component part.  The 
Mylar profiles the part to 
produce and is used by the 
press operators to determine 
if the part pressed is within 
specifications. 
Drawing Master Form 
contains all information 
pertaining to the part drawing 
number.  The engineer 
maintains this information.  
The effective date and 
expiration date validation 
procedure will be incorporated 
in future system 
enhancements. 
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The Tool Master information 
that is entered on this form is 
used to associate the parts that 
the tool is capable of 
stamping. 
The main punch and die plate 
quantities provide the 
parameters for replacement 
triggers.  The pattern and logo 
stamp are for blade component
parts. 
The Master Traveler 
information is built in the 
nightly run for crossing 
over information to 
request production.  This 
is driven by the Mapics 
Oracle ERP system.  The 
engineer is the only 
person permitted to alter 
this data.  Any alterations 
only affect the Tooling 
Data Collection system. 
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The Part Master information 
must be current and maintained 
by the coordinated efforts of 
engineering and production 
control.  All associations are 
critical for any Tooling Data 
Collection process.  
The Part Master Listing 
lists the summary of the 
Mylar, Drawing, Category 
and Tool associated with the 
parts in part number 
sequence. 
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The Part Tool listing lists the 
part numbers in sequence, the 
part description, the pattern and 
logo stamp (blades) and the 
associated tool number. 
The Tool Activity 
Engineering 
Maintenance form is 
used for engineering.  The 
information is also 
extracted and verified to 
prevent scheduled 
production requesting 
activity for a part where 
the tool is out-of-service. 
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This Tooling Report 
Selection Form provides the
user with the ability to 
request information for the 
Tool and Die Prep Report or 
the Tool and Die Press 
Report activity. 
The Tooling Search Menu 
offers a list of all system 
selection forms available in 
the Tooling Data Collection 
System 
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The Press Setup Search Form 
provides the press operators 
with the ability to progress to 
the press setup using the Master 
Traveler Order number, or 
search Press activity to-date by 
Pattern number or search Press 
Tool Activity by Tool number. 
This form demonstration 
illustrates the available 
patterns for Press search 
activity. 
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The Press Pattern Listing 
provides a list by part number of 
all the parts associated with the 
user requested Pattern.  The 
part, description, mylar, pattern, 
logo stamp and tool number are 
displayed. 
The Tool and Die Search 
Form provides a main 
pivot for the Tool and Die 
area and Tooling Data.  
The searches include: 
Master Traveler prep, 
pattern, tool history 
activity, tool maintenance 
for production and non-
production requests.  
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This Tool and Die Search 
Form demonstrates the 
available patterns for user 
request. 
Tool Prep Pattern 
Listing provides a list of 
all parts associated with 
the pattern the user 
selected.  The parts are 
listed in sequence with 
the description, mylar, 
pattern, logo stamp and 
tool number. 
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The Tooling Data Collection 
system provides the mechanisms 
for automatically scheduling 
Tool maintenance.  The parts of 
the tool are tracked and the 
activity for sharpening is 
deducted from the initial length 
of the new parts.  Retention of 
this information offers a better 
quality press for components. 
The Category Part 
Search Form is a 
method of navigating 
and classification of 
parts.  For example, the 
user may request a view 
of all bolster parts in the 
system. 
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This illustration demonstrates 
the Category Part Search 
Form function. 
The Category Master 
Listing is based on the 
selection criteria from the 
Part/Category Search 
Form.  The part, 
description and tool 
number are listed. 
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The Assign Part/Category 
Form allows the user to 
associate the category with the 
part.  Once this association is 
created, it will be used 
continuously throughout the 
system for all activity.  An 
association of this type is 
required for every part. 
The Pattern/Part 
Search Form is a user 
shortcut for requesting 
information by the Case 
knife pattern.  Each part 
is required to have this 
association in order to 
be requested for 
production. 
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The Pattern Master Listing is 
a list of all parts associated with 
a particular Case knife pattern.  
The part, description, mylar, 
pattern stamp, logo stamp and 
tool number are listed in part 
number sequence. 
The Assign 
Part/Pattern Form 
allows the user to set up 
the association for a 
part.  This is a 
requirement for the part 
to be used in the system. 
The part, description 
and pattern number are 
listed in part number 
sequence. 
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This Assign Part/Pattern 
display illustrates the possible 
patterns that the user may 
choose to associate with a part.  
This is a required system 
process. 
This Assign Part/Pattern 
Form listing displays the 
pattern that is associated 
with the part.  Once a 
pattern/part association is 
established, it is retained.  A 
part may be used in more 
than one Case knife pattern.  
This information is recorded 
separately in the system. 
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The Category Master listing 
displays all parts associated 
with a specific category.  The 
part, description and tool 
associated with the part are 
listed. 
The Category/Part 
Search form 
demonstrates the request 
for the blade component 
category. 
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The following example of 
the Assign Part/Category 
Form lists all parts in 
sequential order and its 
component category 
classification. 
The Tool Listing Form 
Menu offers a preferred 
list of available listing 
forms.  The Master 
Traveler Error Listing 
must be void of all 
entries for the 
production process to 
continue. The part 
master, part tool, and 
tool status activity views 
are for engineering 
reference. 
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The Tool Master Maintenance 
Form allows the engineer the 
ability to associate the part (s) 
with the tool that presses the 
part (s).  The main punch and 
die plate quantities reflect the 
capacity that the tool is capable 
of punching before these parts 
need replaced.   
Tool Master Traveler 
Error Listing entries are 
created in the nightly 
run.  This list must be 
void of all entries for the 
production request to 
progress.  The User 
order, part, part 
description, quantity to 
produce, tool, pattern 
and category association 
are listed.   
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The Part Master Listing form 
delivers the Tooling system part 
numbers in sequence.  The 
category, tool number, mylar, 
drawing, pattern stamp and logo 
stamp associations may all be 
setup through this display.  Used 
for mass entry and updates. 
The Part Tool Master 
Listing offers the part 
number, part 
description, pattern 
stamp, logo stamp and 
tool number viewing. 
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The Tool and Die Main Form 
provides a main pivot for the Tool 
and Die area.  The available 
request for Tool and Die Activity 
are Prep setup, scheduled tool 
maintenance and tool failure 
maintenance (unscheduled). 
The Tool and Die Main 
Form demonstrates 
scheduled tool 
maintenance activity 
request. 
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Tool Prep Scheduled 
Maintenance forms permits the 
tool and die associate(s) to enter 
the precise changes to the tool 
during the scheduled 
maintenance.  This information is 
used to determine the health and 
life of the tool parts. 
The Press Setup Main 
Form is for the press 
operator(s).  All Master 
Traveler Order numbers 
required for the shifts 
production activity 
schedule are listed.  The 
operator selects the order 
number that corresponds 
to the Master Traveler 
paperwork they are 
processing. 
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The Press Setup Blade Entry 
form contains an area for general 
press setup activity logging and 
blade activity logging.  If the tool 
fails during the production run, 
then the operator logs the failure.  
The tool and die area and 
engineers are automatically 
alerted to the system production 
interference. 
The press operator 
enters information for 
the blade characteristics 
in the Press Setup 
Blade Entry Form.  
The profile and X-Y 
axis data is acquired 
from the pressed blade 
comparison of the 
mylar.  The logo stamp, 
pattern stamp, tang 
stamp and nailmark are 
associated with the 
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The Press Setup Bolster Entry
Form contains an area for 
general press setup activity 
logging and bolsters activity 
logging.  If the tool fails during 
the production run, then the 
operator logs the failure.  The 
tool and die area and engineers 
are automatically alerted to the 
system production interference 
The press operator enters 
information for the bolster 
characteristics in the 
Press Setup Bolster 
Entry Form.  The profile 
and X-Y axis data is 
acquired from the pressed 
bolster comparison of the 
mylar.  The Pin Check 
Go/Nogo option is for 
logging the gauge of the 
pressed hole. The 
markside and pileside 
information is gathered 
separately for bolsters. 
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The Press Setup Catchbit 
Entry Form contains an area 
for general press setup activity 
logging and catchbit activity 
logging.  If the tool fails during 
the production run, then the 
operator logs the failure.  The 
tool and die area and engineers 
are automatically alerted to the 
system production interference.
The press operator enters 
information for the catchbit 
characteristics in the Press 
Setup Catchbit Entry 
Form.  The profile and X-Y 
axis data is acquired from 
the pressed catchbit 
comparison of the mylar.  
The Pin Check Go/Nogo 
option is for logging the 
gauge of the pressed hole.  
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The Press Setup Center 
Entry Form contains an 
area for general press setup 
activity logging and center 
activity logging.  If the tool 
fails during the production 
run, then the operator logs 
the failure.  The tool and die 
area and engineers are 
automatically alerted to the 
system production 
interference. 
The press operator 
enters information for 
the center characteristics 
in the Press Setup 
Center Entry Form.  
The profile and X-Y 
axis data is acquired 
from the pressed center 
comparison of the 
mylar.  The Pin Check 
Go/Nogo option is for 
logging the gauge of the 
pressed hole.  
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The Press Setup Miscellaneous 
Entry Form contains an area 
for general press setup activity 
logging and miscellaneous 
activity logging.  If the tool fails 
during the production run, then 
the operator logs the failure.  
The tool and die area and 
engineers are automatically 
alerted to the system production 
interference. 
The press operator 
enters information for 
the miscellaneous 
characteristics in the 
Press Setup 
Miscellaneous Entry 
Form.  The profile and 
X-Y axis data is 
acquired from the 
pressed center 
comparison of the 
mylar.  The Pin Check 
Go/Nogo option is for 
logging the gauge of the 
pressed hole.  
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The Press Setup Scale Entry 
Form contains an area for 
general press setup activity 
logging and scale activity 
logging.  If the tool fails during 
the production run, then the 
operator logs the failure.  The 
tool and die area and engineers 
are automatically alerted to the 
system production interference. 
The press operator 
enters information for 
the scale characteristics 
in the Press Setup Scale 
Entry Form.  The 
profile and X-Y axis 
data is acquired from the 
pressed Scale 
comparison of the 
mylar.  The Pin Check 
Go/Nogo option is for 
logging the gauge of the 
pressed hole.   The 
markside and pileside 
information is gathered 
separately. 
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The press operator enters 
information for the scale 
characteristics in the Press 
Setup Scale Entry Form.  
The profile and X-Y axis 
data is acquired from the 
pressed Scale comparison 
of the mylar.  The Pin 
Check Go/Nogo option is 
for logging the gauge of the 
pressed hole.   The 
markside and pileside 
information is gathered 
separately. 
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The Press Setup Shield 
Entry Form contains an area 
for general press setup 
activity logging and shield 
activity logging.  If the tool 
fails during the production 
run, then the operator logs the 
failure.  The tool and die area 
and engineers are 
automatically alerted to the 
system production 
interference. 
The press operator enters 
information for the shield 
characteristics in the 
Press Setup Shield Entry 
Form.  The profile data is 
acquired from the pressed 
Shield comparison of the 
mylar.   
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The Press Setup Spring 
Entry Form contains an 
area for general press 
setup activity logging and 
spring activity logging.  If 
the tool fails during the 
production run, then the 
operator logs the failure.  
The tool and die area and 
engineers are 
automatically alerted to 
the system production 
interference. 
The press operator 
enters information for 
the one-end spring 
characteristics in the 
Press Setup Spring 
Entry Form.  The 
profile and X-Y axis 
data is acquired from the 
pressed one-end spring 
comparison of the 
mylar.  The Pin Check 
Go/Nogo option is for 
logging the gauge of the 
pressed hole(s).   The 
one-end and two-end 
spring information is 
gathered separately. 
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The press operator enters 
information for the two-end 
spring characteristics in the 
Press Setup Spring Entry 
Form.  The profile and X-Y 
axis data is acquired from the 
pressed two-end Spring 
comparison of the mylar.  The 
Pin Check Go/Nogo option is 
for logging the gauge of the 
pressed hole(s).   The one-end 
and two-end spring information 
is gathered separately. 
The Press Setup 
Tumbler Entry Form 
contains an area for 
general press setup 
activity logging and 
tumbler activity logging.  
If the tool fails during the 
production run, then the 
operator logs the failure.  
The tool and die area and 
engineers are 
automatically alerted to 
the system production 
interference. 
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The press operator enters 
information for the tumbler 
characteristics in the Press 
Setup Tumbler Entry 
Form.  The profile and X-Y 
axis data is acquired from 
the pressed Tumbler 
comparison of the mylar.  
The Pin Check Go/Nogo 
option is for logging the 
gauge of the pressed 
hole(s).    
The Press Setup Blade 
Listing reflects all the 
press activity for the blade 
components.  The date of 
production activity, 
operator initials, Master 
Traveler order number, 
and pieces pressed, and 
nailmark, stamp and 
hole(s) indicators are 
listed in activity date 
sequence. 
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The Press Setup Bolster 
Listing reflects all the press 
activity for the bolster 
components.  The date of 
production activity, operator 
initials, Master Traveler order 
number, and pieces pressed, 
pocket hole(s), pocket profile, 
cap hole(s) and cap profile 
indicators are listed in activity 
date sequence. 
The Press Setup 
Catchbit Listing reflects 
all the press activity for 
the catchbit components.  
The date of production 
activity, operator initials, 
Master Traveler order 
number, and pieces 
pressed, hole(s), profile 
indicators are listed in 
activity date sequence. 
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The Press Setup Center 
Listing reflects all the press 
activity for the center 
components.  The date of 
production activity, operator 
initials, Master Traveler order 
number, and pieces pressed are 
listed in activity date sequence.
The Press Setup 
Miscellaneous Listing 
reflects all the press 
activity for the 
miscellaneous 
components.  The date 
of production activity, 
operator initials, Master 
Traveler order number, 
and pieces pressed, and 
hole(s) indicators are 
listed in activity date 
sequence. 
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The Press Setup Scale 
Listing reflects all the press 
activity for the scale 
components.  The date of 
production activity, operator 
initials, Master Traveler order 
number, and pieces pressed, 
and hole(s) indicators are 
listed in activity date 
sequence 
The Press Setup  
Shield Listing reflects all 
the press activity for the 
shield components.  The 
date of production 
activity, operator initials, 
Master Traveler order 
number, and pieces 
pressed, and profile 
indicators are listed in 
activity date sequence. 
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The Press Setup Spring 
Listing reflects all the press 
activity for the spring 
components.  The date of 
production activity, operator 
initials, Master Traveler order 
number, and pieces pressed, 
and spring type indicators are 
listed in activity date sequence.
The Press Setup 
Tumbler Listing 
reflects all the press 
activity for the tumbler 
components.  The date 
of production activity, 
operator initials, Master 
Traveler order number, 
and pieces pressed, and 
hole(s) indicators are 
listed in activity date 
sequence. 
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The Tool and Die Main Form 
is for the Tool and Die 
Associate(s).  All Master 
Traveler Order numbers 
required for the shifts 
production activity schedule are 
listed.  The operator selects the 
order number that corresponds 
to the Master Traveler 
paperwork they are processing. 
The Scheduled and 
Unscheduled tool maintenance 
may also be entered from this 
form. 
The Tool Prep operator 
enters information for the 
tool characteristics in the 
Tool and Die Prep Blade 
Form.  All activity that is 
required to prep the tool is 
logged.  If there is no 
required change, then the 
Prep operator will not 
make a log entry that 
corresponds to the tool 
part.  The tool failure 
status is noted for the Prep 
operator to repair and 
document required tool 
changes. The ToGo 
quantities reflect the 
expected punch (es) 
remaining before 
scheduling tool 
maintenance. 
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The tool and die prep operator 
enters information for the 
blade characteristics in the 
Tool and Die Prep Blade 
Form.  The tool parts: pierce 
punch (es), guide(s), and die 
button(s) body and diameter 
changes are logged by the 
prep operator.  The logo 
stamp, pattern stamp, tang 
stamp and nailmark are 
associated with the blade 
components. 
The Tool Prep operator 
enters information for the 
tool characteristics in the 
Tool and Die Prep 
Bolster Form.  All 
activity that is required to 
prep the tool is logged.  If 
there is no required 
change, then the Prep 
operator will not make a 
log entry that corresponds 
to the tool part.  The tool 
failure status is noted for 
the Prep operator to repair 
and document required 
tool changes. The ToGo 
quantities reflect the 
expected punch (es) 
remaining before 
scheduling tool 
maintenance. 
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The Tool Prep operator 
enters information for the 
tool characteristics in the 
Tool and Die Prep 
Catchbit Form.  All 
activity that is required to 
prep the tool is logged.  If 
there is no required 
change, then the Prep 
operator will not make a 
log entry that corresponds 
to the tool part.  The tool 
failure status is noted for 
the Prep operator to repair 
and document required 
tool changes. The ToGo 
quantities reflect the 
expected punch (es) 
remaining before 
scheduling tool 
maintenance. 
The tool and die prep operator 
enters information for the 
bolster characteristics in the 
Tool and Die Prep Bolster 
Form.  The tool parts: pocket 
pierce punch (es), pocket punch 
guide(s), and pocket die 
button(s), cap pierce punch(es), 
cap punch guide(s), and cap die 
button(s) body and diameter 
changes are logged by the prep 
operator.  The markside and 
pileside information is gathered 
separately. 
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The Tool Prep operator 
enters information for the 
tool characteristics in the 
Tool and Die Prep 
Center Form.  All 
activity that is required to 
prep the tool is logged.  If 
there is no required 
change, then the Prep 
operator will not make a 
log entry that corresponds 
to the tool part.  The tool 
failure status is noted for 
the Prep operator to repair 
and document required 
tool changes. The ToGo 
quantities reflect the 
expected punch (es) 
remaining before 
scheduling tool 
maintenance. 
The tool and die prep operator 
enters information for the 
Catchbit characteristics in the 
Tool and Die Prep Catchbit 
Form.  The tool parts: pierce 
punch (es), guide(s), and die 
button(s) body and diameter 
changes are logged by the prep 
operator.   
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The Tool Prep operator 
enters information for the 
tool characteristics in the 
Tool and Die Prep 
Miscellaneous Form.  All 
activity that is required to 
prep the tool is logged.  If 
there is no required 
change, then the Prep 
operator will not make a 
log entry that corresponds 
to the tool part.  The tool 
failure status is noted for 
the Prep operator to repair 
and document required 
tool changes. The ToGo 
quantities reflect the 
expected punch (es) 
remaining before 
scheduling tool 
maintenance. 
The tool and die prep operator 
enters information for the center 
characteristics in the Tool and 
Die Prep Center Form.  The 
tool parts: pierce punch (es), 
punch guide(s), and die 
button(s) body and diameter 
changes are logged by the prep 
operator.  The Full Center and 
Cut Center type indicators are 
also required. 
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The Tool Prep operator 
enters information for 
the tool characteristics 
in the Tool and Die 
Prep Scale Form.  All 
activity that is required 
to prep the tool is 
logged.  If there is no 
required change, then 
the Prep operator will 
not make a log entry that 
corresponds to the tool 
part.  The tool failure 
status is noted for the 
Prep operator to repair 
and document required 
tool changes. The ToGo 
quantities reflect the 
expected punch (es) 
remaining before 
scheduling tool 
maintenance. 
The tool and die prep 
operator enters information 
for the miscellaneous 
characteristics in the Tool 
and Die Prep Miscellaneous 
Form.  The tool parts: pierce 
punch(es), punch guide(s), 
and die button(s) body and 
diameter changes are logged 
by the prep operator.   
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The tool and die prep 
operator enters 
information for the scale 
characteristics in the Tool 
and Die Prep Scale 
Form.  The tool parts: 
pierce punch (es), punch 
guide(s), and die button(s) 
body and diameter 
changes are logged by the 
prep operator.    The scale 
markside and pileside 
data is logged separately. 
The tool and die prep 
operator enters 
information for the scale 
characteristics in the Tool 
and Die Prep Scale 
Form.  The tool parts: 
pierce punch (es), punch 
guide(s), and die button(s) 
body and diameter 
changes are logged by the 
prep operator.    The scale 
markside and pileside data 
is logged separately. 
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The Tool Prep operator enters 
information for the tool 
characteristics in the Tool and 
Die Prep Shield Form.  All 
activity that is required to prep 
the tool is logged.  If there is no 
required change, then the Prep 
operator will not make a log 
entry that corresponds to the 
tool part.  The tool failure status 
is noted for the Prep operator to 
repair and document required 
tool changes. The ToGo 
quantities reflect the expected 
punch (es) remaining before 
scheduling tool maintenance. 
The tool and die prep 
operator enters 
information for the shield 
characteristics in the Tool 
and Die Prep Shield 
Form.  The stamp length 
is the only shield entry. 
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The Tool Prep operator enters 
information for the tool 
characteristics in the Tool 
and Die Prep Spring Form.  
All activity that is required to 
prep the tool is logged.  If 
there is no required change, 
then the Prep operator will 
not make a log entry that 
corresponds to the tool part.  
The tool failure status is 
noted for the Prep operator to 
repair and document required 
tool changes. The ToGo 
quantities reflect the expected 
punch (es) remaining before 
scheduling tool maintenance.
The tool and die prep 
operator enters 
information for the 
spring characteristics in 
the Tool and Die Prep 
Spring Form.  The tool 
parts: pierce punch (es), 
punch guide(s), and die 
button(s) body and 
diameter changes are 
logged by the prep 
operator.    The scale 
pocket one-end and 
pocket two-end spring 
style data is logged 
separately. 
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The Tool Prep operator 
enters information for the 
tool characteristics in the 
Tool and Die Prep 
Tumbler Form.  All 
activity that is required to 
prep the tool is logged.  If 
there is no required 
change, then the Prep 
operator will not make a 
log entry that corresponds 
to the tool part.  The tool 
failure status is noted for 
the Prep operator to repair 
and document required 
tool changes. The ToGo 
quantities reflect the 
expected punch (es) 
remaining before 
scheduling tool 
maintenance. 
The tool and die prep 
operator enters information 
for the spring characteristics 
in the Tool and Die Prep 
Spring Form.  The tool 
parts: pierce punch (es), 
punch guide(s), and die 
button(s) body and diameter 
changes are logged by the 
prep operator.    The scale 
pocket one-end and pocket 
two-end spring style data is 
logged separately. 
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The tool and die prep operator 
enters information for the 
Tumbler characteristics in the 
Tool and Die Prep Tumbler 
Form.  The tool parts: pierce 
punch (es), punch guide(s), and 
die button(s) body and diameter 
changes are logged by the prep 
operator.     
The Tool and Die Prep 
Blade Listing displays 
the tool prep 
information for the setup 
date, the Master 
Traveler order number, 
pieces ordered, nailmark 
length, stamps 
(pattern/logo/tang), the 
pierce punch (es), punch 
guide (s), and die button 
(s) body and diameter 
logged information. 
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The Tool and Die Prep 
Bolster Listing displays the 
tool prep information for the 
setup date, the Master 
Traveler order number, pieces 
ordered, pierce punch (es), 
punch guide (s), and die 
button (s) body and diameter 
logged information. 
The Tool and Die Prep 
Catchbit Listing 
displays the tool prep 
information for the setup 
date, the Master 
Traveler order number, 
pieces ordered pierce 
punch (es), punch guide 
(s), and die button (s) 
body and diameter 
logged information. 
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The Tool and Die Prep 
Center Listing displays the 
tool prep information for 
the setup date, the Master 
Traveler order number, 
pieces ordered pierce punch 
(es), punch guide (s), and 
die button (s) body and 
diameter logged 
information. 
The Tool and Die Prep 
Miscellaneous Listing 
displays the tool prep 
information for the setup 
date, the Master Traveler 
order number, pieces 
ordered pierce punch (es), 
punch guide (s), and die 
button (s) body and 
diameter logged 
information. 
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The Tool and Die Prep Scale 
Listing displays the tool prep 
information for the setup 
date, the Master Traveler 
order number, pieces ordered 
pierce punch (es), punch 
guide (s), and die button (s) 
body and diameter logged 
information. 
The Tool and Die Prep 
Shield Listing displays 
the tool prep 
information for the setup 
date, the Master 
Traveler order number, 
pieces ordered, and 
stamp length 
information logged. 
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The Tool and Die Prep 
Spring Listing displays the 
tool prep information for 
the setup date, the Master 
Traveler order number, 
pieces ordered pierce punch 
(es), punch guide (s), and 
die button (s) body and 
diameter logged 
information. 
The Tool and Die Prep 
Tumbler Listing displays 
the tool prep information 
for the setup date, the 
Master Traveler order 
number, pieces ordered 
pierce punch (es), punch 
guide (s), and die button 
(s) body and diameter 
logged information. 
 115 
 
The Tooling Report Menu 
provides the reports available 
for the Tooling Data Collection 
System.   
 116 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Tooling Status Listing Form is the final process (es) for enhancements for the 
Tooling Data Collection System.  The information would allow the engineer and 
operators the opportunity to see the inside health of a tool without opening it up & 
scheduling inspection of the tool.  This is a valuable resource. 
 117 
 
 
 
The Punch or Die Less Than 10% of Life Left report offers the 
engineers information to maintain healthy tools.  This process (es) will be 
improved for future system enhancements.  The information will be 
available over time. 
The Press Setup component reports such 
as this Bolster Report generate information 
for each process (es) by activity date and 
Master Traveler Order number. 
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The Tool and Die Prep component reports such as this Blade Report generate 
information for each process (es) by activity date and Master Traveler Order 
number. 
 119 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Tool and Die Prep  component reports such as this Scale  Report generate 
information for each process (es) by activity date and Master Traveler Order 
number.  The hardcopy report provides combinations of information for the 
markside and pileside. 
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